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Abstract 11 

Biochars can be used in a wide range of applications, serving as soil additives, sorbents, fuels, 12 

catalyst supports or as catalysts themselves. There is however, a vast range of variables 13 

influencing the properties of biochars and their performance as catalysts. One of the 14 

characteristic features of pine wood is its high extractives content which is known to influence 15 

the pyrolysis process, therefore it can also affect the properties of the derived biochar. In this 16 

paper, raw and acetone-extracted pine wood was used to prepare steam-activated biochars. 17 

The changes in physicochemical properties of the chars upon the feedstock treatment were 18 

examined, including the analysis of surface area, porosity, acidic site distribution, metal 19 

content and surface characterisation by FTIR and SEM techniques. A toluene pyrolytic 20 

conversion experiment was carried out to determine the chars� potential towards tar removal. 21 

At the initial stage of the process, toluene removal was higher for extracted than non-extracted 22 
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pine char, and with time-on-stream their performance became similar. It was concluded that 23 

the removal of the extractives affected wood pyrolysis, creating char with significantly higher 24 

microporosity and increased acidity. Upon steam activation, the microporosity and acidity of 25 

both chars was enhanced in general while the difference between the samples diminished, 26 

while still improving toluene conversion in the early stages of the process. 27 

 28 
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Nomenclature: 32 

P � non-activated pine char 33 

PE � non-activated extracted pine char 34 

PA � activated pine char 35 

PAE � activated extracted pine char 36 

PA_40, PA_50, PA_60 � spent PA char after 40, 50 and 60 min run, respectively  37 

PAE_50, PA_60 � spent PAE char after 50 and 60 min run, respectively 38 

 39 

1. Introduction 40 

Utilisation of different biochars for tar catalytic reforming has become a subject of extensive 41 

research due to their many advantages. The purpose of the heterogeneous tar conversion is not 42 

only to clean the syngas, but also to increase its calorific value. Harvesting biochar, a 43 



gasification by-product, as a conversion catalyst, is a cost-effective and convenient method. 44 

The gasification process supplies accessible catalyst that can be utilised after 45 

deactivation/poisoning by recirculating it to the gasifier. Despite an increasing interest in 46 

biochar catalysts [1�6], their properties, and therefore their suitability for tar removal, vary 47 

significantly due to the differences in feedstock and preparation conditions. One of the 48 

features of woody biomass that significantly diversifies its properties, is the presence of 49 

extractives. These can differ greatly depending on the wood species, origin and age [7,8]. 50 

Along with the three main polymeric constituents, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, 51 

softwood contains substantial amounts of extractives. Among these, a few main groups of 52 

compounds can be distinguished: carbohydrates, fatty acids, fatty acid esters, phytosterols, 53 

resins, as well as some phenols [9]. These groups can be extracted from wood to a different 54 

extent, depending on the polarity of the compound and the solvent used for the extraction. The 55 

general rule is that less polar solvents are able to extract only resins, phytosterols, fatty acids 56 

and fatty acid esters, while more polar organic solvents additionally remove some phenols and 57 

carbohydrates as well as some inorganic species [10]. Mészáros et al. [9] reported, that 58 

acetone extraction of Robinia pseudoacacia removes most of the lipophilic extractives but it 59 

also releases some of the carbohydrates and phenolic compounds. 60 

The pine lipophilic fraction of extractives contains mainly resin acids, fatty acid esters and 61 

fatty acids. Hemingway et al. [7,11] studied different pine species extractives in the 62 

heartwood and sapwood of trees of different ages. The reported fraction within the extractives 63 

composed of resin acids varies significantly from 22.4 to 97 wt.% and it generally increases 64 

with age. Regardless of age or part of tree, the main representatives of this group, levopimaric 65 

and palustric acid, make up to 50 % of the total resin acids. A significant amount of abietic, 66 

neoabietic and pimaric acids can be also found. Fatty acid esters content in pine extractives is 67 

reported to be significantly higher than free fatty acids amount � 30-50 wt.% and up to 4 wt.% 68 



of total extracted compounds, respectively. The main esters found in pine wood by 69 

Hemingway et al. [7,11] were methyl stearate and methyl oleate, which amounted to almost 70 

90% of total fatty acids methyl esters. Zinkel also reported, that pine extractives contain about 71 

10 times more fatty acid esters than fatty acids, although triglycerides were considered the 72 

most abundant type of fatty acid esters [12]. There are also some phytosterols, terpenes and 73 

phenolic compounds present in different pine species extracts [9,13,14]. 74 

Many aspects of the presence of extractives in wood have been studied so far, including 75 

effects on biomass pyrolysis, pulping industry and wood technology [8,15,16]. Guo et al. [14] 76 

concluded that the presence of extractives increases reactivity of raw biomass during pyrolytic 77 

conversion, lowering the activation energy of pine and ash wood. At the same time, they 78 

reported that pine wood has significantly higher ethanol extractives content and their 79 

pyrolysis occurs at a wider temperature range, although with lower reaction rates as compared 80 

to the ash extractives. It was also determined that pine extractives pyrolysis releases more 81 

low-temperature volatiles (resulting from e.g. sterols) and more volatiles in general. It was 82 

also reported, that pine extractives pyrolysis yields higher amounts of inorganic gases, while 83 

more methanol and methane are released from ash extractives, due to higher methoxy groups 84 

content in hardwood lignin. Ash extractives also contain more phenolic compounds that 85 

release pyrolysis gaseous products at high temperatures of 600 � 800 冽. Lower phenolic 86 

compound content in pine extractives was assigned to guaiacyl lignin, characteristic to 87 

softwoods, being harder to decompose upon extraction [14]. There is also a significant 88 

difference in the pyrolysis products of extracted and non-extracted wood samples. The 89 

pyrolysis of an extracted pine yields less acids and significantly more CO2 and water in 90 

comparison to the pyrolysis of raw biomass [14]. It is therefore expected, that extractives are 91 

favouring formic acid over levoglucosan formation from cellulose decomposition [17]. 92 



Another important observation reported in literature is the influence of extractives on solid, 93 

liquid and gaseous product distributions during wood pyrolysis. The presence of extractives in 94 

wood enhances char formation at the expense of liquid products. Twofold explanation of this 95 

phenomena is given � an increased tar residence time in extracted rich material and a catalytic 96 

char-favouring effect of inorganic species that might be removed by polar solvents during 97 

extraction [8,18,19]. 98 

Previous studies proved that extractives, although comprised of volatile species, can influence 99 

pyrolysis. Therefore, it can be expected that they can affect the properties of the biochar 100 

created in this process. In this work, authors examined the changes in physicochemical 101 

properties arising during the pyrolysis and consecutive steam activation of a pine biochar 102 

upon the feedstock extraction with acetone. Additionally, toluene, as a representative tar 103 

compound, was selected to perform tests on the catalytic performance of obtained biochars in 104 

a heterogeneous pyrolytic conversion experiment. 105 

Improvement in pyrolytic biochar microporosity and acidity was observed after feedstock 106 

extraction. The differences in examined properties were largely diminished during the char 107 

activation process, however, the activated char from extracted pine performed better at the 108 

initial stages of the toluene conversion experiment due to increased microporosity and acidity. 109 

 110 

2. Experimental 111 

2.1. Material 112 

For the purpose of this work, pine (Pinus sylvestris) from the south of Poland (Silesia) was 113 

used. Wood composition (wt. % on dry basis) was determined according to PN-EN ISO 114 

16948:2015-07 standard and was presented in Table 1. Fresh pine wood without bark or knots 115 

was dried at 60 冽 for 48 h to remove most of the moisture prior to milling with a cutting mill 116 



(Testchem, Poland, model LMN-100) and sieving to 250 � 1000 µm particles. Due to its 117 

hygroscopic nature, feedstock was further dried at 105 冽 for 2 h directly before char 118 

preparation. Extracted pine was prepared from a dried wood in a FOSS Soxtec Avanti 2055 119 

apparatus. Extraction involved 60 min of boiling and 90 min of rinsing of 3 g of sample with 120 

70 mL of acetone. Gravimetrically determined extractives content for 42 repetitions was 8.5 121 

±0.3 wt. %. The proximate analysis of dried original and extracted pine was performed in 122 

duplicates, gravimetrically, according to PN-EN ISO 18122:2016-01 and PN-EN ISO 123 

18123:2016-01 and the results are presented in Table 1. An ANOVA analysis suggests no 124 

significant differences between the two samples. For char preparation, a batch of 125 

approximately 20 g of wood was inserted into a vertical quartz tube reactor with i.d. of 27 mm 126 

and a heating zone of 300 mm and purged with 0.45 SLPM N2 flow. Feedstock, supported by 127 

a quartz wool bed, was pyrolysed by heating up to 800 冽 with an average heating rate of 128 

approximately 47 冽/min. The final isotherm was kept for 60 min. After this time, steam was 129 

introduced into the reactor. The char was held at 800 冽 for 80 min in a flow of 84.5/15.5 130 

vol.% N2/H2O mixture with the same superficial velocity as during the pyrolysis step. The 131 

activated char was cooled down in a N2 stream and stored in a desiccator. Char preparation 132 

conditions (e.g. temperature, steam concentration) were selected based on the parameters 133 

reported in similar studies [3,4]. 134 

 135 

Table 1. Elemental analysis of pine wood, wt.% on dry basis and proximate analysis of raw 136 

and extracted pine wood, wt.% on dry basis 137 

 C, wt.% H, wt.% N, wt.% S, wt.% O, wt.% (by diff.) 

pine 52.46 6.28 0.12 0.01 40.93 

 Fixed carbon, wt.% (by diff.) Ash, wt.% Volatile matter, wt.% 



pine 12.41 0.20 

(±0.005) 
87.39 

(±0.54) 
extracted pine 13.33 0.20 

(±0.005) 
86.47 

(±0.33) 

 138 

2.2. Toluene catalytic pyrolysis over a char bed 139 

The toluene conversion experiment was carried out in a vertical quartz tube reactor with i.d. 140 

of 20 mm and a heating zone length of 300 mm, enclosed in an electrical furnace (Czylok, 141 

Poland, model RSD 30x300/80) . The detailed description of the test rig can be found 142 

elsewhere [20]. 0.5 g of pine char was inserted into the reactor and purged with 99.999 % N2, 143 

while being heated to 800 冽. After this time, a constant flow of 6.4 µl/min of toluene (Sigma 144 

Aldrich, purity 99.8 %) was fed into the reactor by a syringe pump (Kwapisz, Poland, model 145 

Duet 20/50) equipped with a 500 µl Agilent syringe. Runs were performed for feeding times 146 

between 5 and 60 min, providing the char performance and deactivation with time-on-stream. 147 

Toluene concentration in N2 was maintained at 12.3 g/Nm3 throughout all experiments. 148 

Unreacted toluene and liquid reaction by-products were trapped in impinger bottles filled with 149 

dichloromethane (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99.8 %). First impinger was kept at room 150 

temperature, while the second one was immersed in the bath cooled to -25 冽. The 151 

temperature gradient was introduced, because the evaporation of the solvent from the first 152 

bottle has been claimed to improve the condensation of liquid products in the following bottle 153 

[21]. Two bottles were proved to be sufficient to recover 99.5 % of fed toluene during blank 154 

runs. The content of the impingers was analysed with an Agilent 6890N GC-FID with 30 m x 155 

0.32 mm x 0.25 µm HP-5 column. The method was set as follows: initial temperature was set 156 

to 50 冽 and was maintained for 5 min. Then, the temperature was raised to 80 冽 at a rate of 157 

5 冽/min. The heating rate was then increased to 10 冽/min to a final temperature of 200 冽 158 

where it was held for 2 min. The inlet and the detector were kept at 250 冽 and a 1 µl 159 

injection with a split ratio of 10:1 was made with an Agilent 7893 autosampler. External 160 



calibration method was used to determine liquid products content. Sigma Aldrich reagents 161 

with purity 99.5 % were used for the products identification and standard solutions 162 

preparation. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the results, as it is a popular 163 

and practical method to test for the significant differences between the sets of data and it has 164 

been commonly used in similar studies [2,22]. A significance level α=0.05 was specified as a 165 

threshold. When the calculated probability value (p-value) is lower than α the rejection of the 166 

null hypothesis is justified. Two-way ANOVA analysis of toluene conversion for two factors 167 

� char type and experiment time was carried out. Therefore, three null hypothesis were tested: 168 

1) there is no significant difference in toluene conversion between the studied chars, 2) there 169 

is no significant difference in toluene conversion for different experiment times, 3) the 170 

interaction effect between char types and experiment times does not exist. Based on the 171 

obtained p-values, the first and second null hypothesis were rejected, while the third one 172 

proved to be true, i.e. the two studied factors are independent. All experimental runs were 173 

carried out in duplicate and the pooled standard deviation for the obtained conversions was 174 

0.048. 175 

2.3. Char, wood and extractives characterisation 176 

IR spectra of all samples were obtained by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), 177 

using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 spectrometer with universal attenuated total reflectance 178 

(UATR) accessory equipped with a germanium crystal. Each spectrum had the resolution of 4 179 

cm-1 and 32 scans per measurement were taken. For each sample, an average of 5 180 

measurements is reported in this work. To provide better contact between the sample and the 181 

crystal, all solid samples were milled to a fine powder prior to the analysis. For pine 182 

extractives, a thin film was used for the measurements. 183 



To obtain the acidic sites distribution, Boehm titrations were performed according to a 184 

method standardised by Goertzen et al. [23,24]. Char samples (1 g) were shaken for 24 h with 185 

0.05 M solution of either NaOH, Na2CO3 or NaHCO3, and then filtrated on Grade 1 Whatman 186 

filter papers. A 10 mL aliquot portion was mixed with 10 mL (20 mL for Na2CO3) of 0.05 M 187 

HCl, purged with N2 flow of ca. 0.25 mL/min for 2 h and back-titrated with 0.05 M NaOH 188 

with N2 purging. The Boehm method was originally designed for carbon blacks. Since 189 

biomass chars contain significant amounts of mobile species, such as metal cations or labile 190 

organic carbon (e.g. humic acids [25]), it is advised to wash biochars prior to the acidic sites 191 

analysis. Therefore, following the procedure established by Tsechansky and Graber [26], all 192 

samples were shaken for 24 h in HCl, followed by 24-h of washing with NaOH to remove all 193 

mobile species. Finally, chars were shaken with HCl for another 24 h to protonate all acidic 194 

sites. Chars were thoroughly washed with distilled water after each shaking step and then 195 

dried at 40 冽 prior to the treatment with Boehm bases. 196 

Alkali and alkaline earth metals (AAEM) content in the chars was determined by a SpectrAA 197 

880 Varian Atomic Absorption Spectrometer after digestion with HNO3 in a Milestone 198 

MLS1200 MEGA microwave. Surface area and porosity measurements were outsourced to 199 

the Centre for Functional Nanometrics at Maria Skłodowska Curie University. Samples were 200 

outgassed at 100 冽 prior to the analysis with a Micromeritics ASAP 2420 instrument by N2 201 

adsorption at -196 冽. Surface area was determined from BET model, micropore area and 202 

volume was calculated by t-Plot method. Meso- and macropore volume was obtained from 203 

BJH adsorption isotherm. Scanning electron micrographs were taken with a JCM-5000 204 

NeoScope microscope. 205 

Pine wood and its extractives pyrolysis was studied with a Netzsch STA 409 LUXX 206 

thermogravimetric analyser (TGA). 5 mg of the sample was heated up in 100 mL/min N2 flow 207 

up to 800 冽 with a heating rate of either 10 or 50 冽/min. Thermogravimetric derivative 208 



(DTG) curve of the mass loss function was used to determine the changes in wood pyrolytic 209 

conversion in the presence/absence of extractives. DTG curves were further deconvoluted into 210 

a set of Gaussian functions to provide an insight into conversion of individual wood 211 

compounds. Thermogravimetric analysis was also performed to determine the reactivity of 212 

chars during oxidation. Measurements were performed with a Netzsch TG 209 F3 Tarsus 213 

instrument in a 12/88 vol.% O2/N2 mixture with a total flow of 85 mL/min and a heating rate 214 

of 10 冽/min. Char particles were milled and sieved under 36 µm to diminish mass and heat 215 

transfer limitations. Kinetic parameters were calculated by temperature integral 216 

approximation method using Senum and Yang�s 4th degree rational approximation [27]. 217 

3. Results and discussion 218 

3.1. FTIR of pine wood and its extractives 219 

The wood difference FTIR spectrum, i.e. a spectrum obtained by the subtraction of the 220 

extracted pine spectrum from the non-extracted pine one, is presented in Fig. 1. It is compared 221 

with the spectrum obtained for a thin film of extractives. 222 

Despite general similarity between both spectra, some differences can be distinguished. The 223 

intensity of the bands in a fingerprint area is relatively high in extractives spectrum, while it is 224 

less pronounced in the difference spectrum. Bands in the extractive spectrum are also 225 

generally sharper, since they correspond to a relatively limited variety of extracted 226 

compounds, while the changes in the wood structure registered by the difference spectrum 227 

include the loss of extracted compounds as well as some possible changes to the wood 228 

polymeric structure. Those changes might result from simple mechanical removal of acetone-229 

soluble compounds but also some alterations in the structure of polymers are feasible. The 230 

release of some simple sugars from hemicellulose or phenolic compounds from lignin [9,10] 231 

might results in a partial decomposition of those polymers, potentially changing the 232 

arrangement of their functional groups, therefore causing shifts in the absorption bands 233 



wavenumbers. The 3700 � 3000 cm-1 region of differential spectrum also varies from the one 234 

in extractives spectrum, suggesting that the changes in absorption upon extraction resulted not 235 

only from the direct �OH removal with extracted compounds, but rather that some 236 

rearrangement of the hydroxyl groups configuration in wood occurred as well. 237 

The main change in wood upon its extraction was significant removal of the resin acids, 238 

represented by the 1697 cm-1 band [28] � the strongest band in extractives as well as in the 239 

differential spectrum. The shoulder on the 1697 cm-1 band corresponds to carbonyl C=O bond 240 

stretching in free fatty acids (1720-1706 cm-1) and fatty acid esters (1750 � 1735 cm-1) [29]. 241 

In the spectrum, there are also bands corresponding to �OH, �CH3 and �CH2� groups at 3385, 242 

2929 and 2868 cm-1, respectively. Methylene scissoring and methyl asymmetrical bending are 243 

also represented by the 1457 cm-1 band and methyl symmetrical bending corresponds to the 244 

1383 cm-1 band [29]. High intensity of those bands confirms the abundance of aliphatic chains 245 

in extracted compounds. The 1280 and 1240 cm-1 bands in the difference spectrum, as well as 246 

the 1250 cm-1 band in extractive spectrum, arise from single C-O bonds in carboxylic acids 247 

[30,31]. The 1166 cm-1 band in the difference spectra (1154 cm-1 in the extractives spectra) is 248 

most likely a result of C-O stretching in saturated fatty acid esters [29,30]. 249 

It can therefore be concluded, that typical pine extractives lipophilic compounds, namely free 250 

fatty acids, fatty acid esters and resin acids, were removed to some extent during the acetone 251 

extraction. It is also highly possible, that some of the observed C-O or OH stretching bands 252 

originate from triglycerides and phytosterols, that are also common wood extractives 253 

constituents. The presence of triglycerides was additionally indicated by the second peak of 254 

extractives decomposition DTG curve (see section 3.4). The two doublets at 1606, 1594 and 255 

1512, 1497 cm-1 are characteristic of aromatic rings which suggests that some phenolic 256 

compounds were extracted from the pine wood as well. 257 



 258 

 259 

Fig. 1. FTIR spectrum of pine acetone extract film and the difference spectrum of extracted 260 

and non-extracted pine wood 261 

 262 

3.2. Toluene pyrolytic conversion over pine char 263 

Toluene conversion over both activated pine chars yielded some gaseous as well as some 264 

condensable by-products. Most likely, some solid residue in the form of coke was created as 265 

well, although it was not quantified in this study. Similar amounts of H2 and CH4 were 266 

detected in experiments with both chars, while no CO nor CO2 were created. Yields of both 267 

gaseous products decreased with bed time-on-stream, until they fell below the detection limit 268 
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after about 20 min of the experiment. Analysis of the impinger bottles in both char 269 

experiments revealed the presence of benzene, as well as traces of ethylbenzene and xylenes 270 

along with the unreacted share of the fed toluene (Fig. 2).  271 

 272 

Fig. 2. Typical chromatogram for GD-FID analysis of impinger bottles content: 1 � 273 

dichloromethane, 2 � benzene, 3 � toluene, 4 � ethylbenzene, 5 � m-xylene/p-xylene, 6 � o-274 

xylene 275 

 276 

All condensable by-products yields were similar for both examined chars, with no significant 277 

differences according to the two-way ANOVA analysis. This suggests that the nature of 278 

toluene conversion pathways and the products selectivity did not changed when the extracted-279 

pine char was used. A more detailed study of toluene conversion pathways and its products 280 

distribution is the scope of a future paper. Due to the lack of differences in the yields of the 281 

decomposition by-products, for the purpose of this work, only the toluene conversion was 282 

reported and expressed as: 283 

்ߟ  = ൫݉ െ݉൯ ݉ൗ  (1) 284 



where ݉ is the mass of toluene fed to the reactor and ݉ is the mass of toluene recovered in 285 

the impinger bottles. Toluene conversion, presented in Fig. 3, decreased with feeding time for 286 

both studied chars, due to their deactivation. However, the conversion was noticeably higher 287 

when extracted-pine activated char (PAE) was used. This observation was consolidated with 288 

two-way ANOVA analysis. The p-value for the comparison of PA and PAE series was 0.0049 289 

<< 0.05, suggesting that the difference between toluene conversions was significant. The 290 

improved performance of the PAE char was especially pronounced during the initial 30-40 291 

min of toluene feeding. Prolonging the experiment resulted in similar conversions for both 292 

chars. Toluene conversions depicted in Fig. 3 are the total, summary conversions that include 293 

the highly efficient, initial decomposition. However, only 20 % of the toluene fed during the 294 

second 20 min of the experiment underwent conversion, for both tested chars. Negligibly 295 

small percentage (2 % for PA and 3 % for PAE) of toluene fed between 40th and 50th minute 296 

of the experiment was removed. Therefore, despite the improved initial toluene conversion, 297 

PAE char deactivation was reached at a similar time to PA char. Therefore, for the purpose of 298 

char characterisation, deactivated chars after 50 or 60 min of toluene pyrolysis were studied 299 

along with the fresh activated and non-activated chars. 300 

 301 



 302 

Fig. 3. Toluene pyrolytic conversion as a function of toluene feeding time for extracted (PAE) 303 

and non-extracted (PA) pine-derived activated chars 304 

 305 

3.3. Char characterisation 306 

Since the potential of chars for toluene removal changed upon raw biomass extraction, 307 

properties of both chars were studied in an attempt to determine the differences in the char 308 

structure caused by the lack of extractives during pyrolysis and following activation. Surface 309 

area and porosity, oxidative kinetics, surface chemistry and basic alkali and alkaline earth 310 

metals (AAEM) content analysis were applied to study the chars. 311 

3.3.1. AAEM species 312 

Na, K, Mg and Ca content in both chars was presented in Table 2. There was a significant 313 

spread of results due to a strong, intrinsic heterogeneity of the chars. Single-way ANOVA 314 



analysis implied no significant differences in K and Ca content of both chars. Despite very 315 

high RSD of the obtained data, the difference is expected to be significant for Na and Mg 316 

concentrations (p=0.028 and p=0.021). However, Na content is negligibly small and Mg bears 317 

the smallest catalytic effect among the studied metals [32]. Therefore, the correlation between 318 

observed toluene conversion differences between the two chars and their AAEM composition 319 

cannot be unambiguously confirmed. This assumption is supported by the results of an 320 

oxidation kinetics experiment where despite slightly increased AAEM concentrations, PAE 321 

has lower activation energy than PA char (see section 3.3.3). 322 

Although acetone extraction is reported to remove some of the wood inorganics [10], the 323 

significant loss of AAEM species due to volatilisation during pyrolysis and gasification of 324 

biomass [33] is likely to overshadow the potentially diminished inorganics content after 325 

extraction. 326 

 327 

Table 2. Basic AAEM species content in non-extracted (PA) and acetone-extracted (PAE) 328 

pine-derived, activated chars with relative standard deviations (RSD) of the measurements 329 

 

Na K Mg Ca 

 mg/kg RSD mg/kg RSD mg/kg RSD mg/kg RSD 

PA 71.7 18.7% 1679.3 3.0% 810.05 2.9% 3615.12 4.3% 

PAE 118.4 16.9% 1700.0 4.0% 885.49 3.0% 3908.98 4.6% 

 330 

3.3.2. Surface structure 331 

Surface area and pore volumes of pine chars before and after activation, as well as spent chars 332 

after 50 min of toluene feeding are presented in Table 3. As expected, chars after pyrolysis 333 

only, have significantly lower surface areas in comparison to the chars after steam activation. 334 



Although total surface areas of P and PE chars were similar, extracted-pine derived char PE 335 

had a significantly better developed microporous structure. The presence of extractives 336 

increases solid products yield during pyrolysis. Therefore, it is likely that the enhanced char 337 

creation in a constricted space of micropores reduced the micropores volume of the P char. 338 

During activation, both total surface area and micropores area of P as well as PE more than 339 

doubled. Activated char from extracted biomass, PAE, maintained a more microporous 340 

structure than PA, although the difference in micropore area between extracted and non-341 

extracted wood chars decreased from 31.6 to 3.6 %. This suggests that the microporosity-342 

increasing effect of steam activation was overall more important than the initial influence of 343 

the extraction. Nevertheless, the remaining difference in micropores area of PA and PAE 344 

chars, caused by the extraction, is expected to be the main reason for increased conversion 345 

over PAE char for the short toluene feeding times. Micropores are believed to greatly enhance 346 

catalytic properties of activated chars, although they are also more easily sintered/deactivated. 347 

Therefore, they play an important role only at the initial steps of catalytic conversion [2,34]. 348 

Since extraction of the feedstock resulted in an increased char performance for the initial 30 349 

min, after which the efficiency of both chars became similar, spent chars, after 50 min toluene 350 

feeding time, were analysed. Results showed that the surface areas decreased rapidly due to 351 

char deactivation, and the initial difference in microporosity of PA and PAE disappeared. This 352 

could provide an explanation for the similar performance of both chars after longer exposition 353 

to toluene. 354 

Steam activation is known to favour meso- and macropores creation, as opposed to CO2 355 

activation which mainly develops microporosity [35]. However, a dilution of steam and high 356 

temperatures result in a pore structure more similar to those of CO2 activated chars [36]. 357 

Using 15.5 vol.% steam in N2 flow for 80 min resulted in an increase of meso and 358 

macropores, which was an order of magnitude larger than the increase of micropores volume. 359 



Nevertheless, a major part of the total surface area of char is due to micropores, proving their 360 

importance in catalytic properties of the chars. 361 

During toluene pyrolysis, both micro- as well as meso- and macropores volumes decreased, 362 

although the relative depletion of microporosity was twice that of meso- and macropores 363 

volume, supporting the theory of micropores importance and prompt deactivation at the 364 

beginning of catalytic conversion processes. 365 

 366 

Table 3. Surface area, micropores area, micropores volume and meso- and macropores 367 

volume of fresh, activated (indicated with �A� in abbreviation) and non-activated chars 368 

prepared form extracted (indicated with �E�) and raw pine wood, as well as spent chars after 369 

50 min run (indicated with �50�) 370 

 
BET area 

m
2
/g 

Micropores 

area, m
2
/g 

Micropores 

 volume, cm
3
/g 

Meso- and 

macropores 

volume, cm
3
/g 

 P 244 182 0.068 0.003 

PE 247 240 0.104 0.001 

PA 668 503 0.222 0.092 

PAE 686 521 0.230 0.089 

PA_50 325 259 0.038 0.034 

PAE_50 327 255 0.042 0.038 

 371 

Changes in the char structure upon pyrolysis, activation and following deactivation in the 372 

experiment with toluene can also be observed in the scanning electron micrographs. The non-373 

extracted pine char prepared during pyrolysis (Fig. 4a) had a relatively smooth surface with 374 

�bubbles� resulting from the release of volatiles from the polymeric constituents that softened 375 



upon heating [37]. During activation with steam, the char cracked and became uneven, while 376 

an abundance of small particles appeared on its surface (Fig. 4b). During the toluene 377 

conversion experiment, coke deposition as well as char thermal annealing removed the small 378 

labile particles and evened the surface to some extent, although the main, widest longitudinal 379 

cracks remained visible (Fig. 4c). 380 

 381 

 382 

a) 



 383 

 384 

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs of non-extracted pine char a) before the activation (P), 385 

b) after steam activation (PA), c) after 40 min time-on-stream in toluene conversion 386 

experiments (PA_40) 387 

 388 

b) 

c) 



3.3.3. Char oxidation kinetics 389 

The activation energies (Ea) of the selected chars oxidation for the mass loss in the region of 3 390 

� 10 % of the initial sample mass as well as the corresponding temperature zones were 391 

presented in Table 4. Both non-activated chars had similar activation energies. After 392 

activation with steam, Ea almost doubled and the oxidation was shifted to higher 393 

temperatures. Increase in Ea and reaction temperatures can be explained by partial gasification 394 

of the chars occurring during the activation process, when some more volatile species are 395 

released from the chars. Although oxidation of both PA and PAE samples occurred at similar 396 

temperatures, the Ea of the extracted sample was slightly higher. Chars deactivated after 60 397 

min of toluene pyrolysis had slightly increased Ea values and oxidation temperatures. 398 

Deactivated char from extracted pine PAE_60 maintained slightly lower reactivity in 399 

comparison to non-extracted pine char PA_60. Diminished reactivity of spent chars can be 400 

explained by the inhibiting effect of coke deposition on char surfaces. 401 

The differences between extracted and non-extracted pine char oxidation kinetics arise after 402 

the steam activation. It is possible, that the microporosity of non-activated chars does not play 403 

a significant role during TGA runs with oxygen, thus the similar Ea values for P and PE, yet it 404 

affects the steam activation process, resulting in a slightly lower Ea value of PA in 405 

comparison to PAE char. Therefore, there are differences in the effects the extraction has on 406 

the char oxidation, depending on the oxidation process characteristics. The lack of the 407 

extraction influence during TGA oxidation of non-activated chars and the presence of this 408 

influence during char activation in the reactor, might be the result of different oxidising agents 409 

as well as due to different temperature profiles. TGA kinetics were studied for the initial 410 

decomposition starting at relatively low temperatures, whereas steam activation started while 411 

the chars were already heated to 800 冽. The 15-16 kJ/mol difference in Ea values between 412 

extracted and non-extracted samples is maintained after deactivation of chars, despite the 413 



vanishing differences in surface area and porosity of the spent chars (see section 3.3.2). Char 414 

oxidation kinetic in the relative abundance of oxygen (12 vol.%) is most likely less sensitive, 415 

compared to toluene pyrolytic conversion, to diffusional constrictions caused by char surface 416 

structure. Therefore, the activation energies obtained from TGA experiments does not exhibit 417 

correlation with porosity development/decrease. 418 

 419 

Table 4. Activation energies Ea obtained from TGA experiment on chars oxidation, calculated 420 

for the 3 � 10 % mass loss range as well as  the initial ti and final tf  temperatures of the 421 

studied mass loss regions 422 

 

Ea ti tf 

 

kJ/mol 冽 冽 

P 77 394 452 

PE 80 392 447 

PA 143 433 470 

PAE 159 440 472 

PA_60 169 448 479 

PAE_60 184 454 482 

 423 

3.3.4. FTIR of pine chars 424 

The spectra of extracted and non-extracted chars, presented in Fig. 5, bear strong resemblance 425 

to each other, suggesting similar chemical structures and behaviour upon activation and 426 

following deactivation.  427 

The FTIR spectra of prepared chars can be divided into several sections, corresponding to the 428 

characteristic bonds in the surface compounds [38,39]. The C-H bonds in aromatic structures 429 



absorb in the region of 900 � 700 cm-1, depending on the substitution pattern of the ring. 430 

Numerous small bands that can be observed within this region suggest a big variety of ring 431 

substituents present within the aromatic rings of the char matrix. Other regions characteristic 432 

for aromatic structures are 1625 � 1575 and 1525 � 1440 cm-1, where in the case of a single 433 

compound, there are usually doublet bands in each of those regions. In the case of highly 434 

complex and diversified char structures, only the general increase of absorption for those 435 

wavelengths can be observed, providing confirmation of the aromatic character of the chars. 436 

The wide band between 1625 � 1450 cm-1 encompasses both regions characteristic for 437 

aromatic rings. A plausible explanation for high absorption between those regions, i.e. 1575 � 438 

1525 cm-1, is that large polycyclic structures absorb abundantly within the 1625 � 1450 cm-1 439 

region, as can be suggested by the calculations performed by Pathak and Rastogi [40]. 440 

Other significant absorption regions correspond to C=O and C-O bonds in various 441 

configurations in char surface groups. The carbonyl group absorption wavelength strongly 442 

depends on the bonds in the approximate vicinity to the C=O bond. Therefore, carbonyl 443 

stretching can absorb from 1680 cm-1 for aromatic carboxylic acids, through around 1700 cm-444 

1 for ketones, and up to 1800 cm-1 for some esters, lactones and acid anhydrides. The wide 445 

band within the 2000 � 1660 cm-1 region, that can be observed in Fig. 5, is most likely the 446 

result of various C=O structures on the char surface, as well as some overtones of aromatic 447 

ring bonds. The region of 1310 � 1000 cm-1 is generally assigned to C-O-C stretching in 448 

ethers, C-O stretching in esters and lactones and C-C(=O)-C bending in ketones. 449 

Phenolic groups are yet another plausible structure on the char surface (confirmed further by 450 

Boehm titration, see section 3.3.5). Characteristic absorption bands for phenolic C-O stretch 451 

appear at 1260 � 1180 cm-1 and the O-H in-plane bending occurs at 1390-1330 cm-1. 452 

Absorption within the 1000 � 900 cm-1 region can be attributed to the C-O-C stretch in acid 453 



anhydrides as well as C-C stretches of the carbon matrix that absorb within the whole 454 

fingerprint region. 455 

The lack of absorption at certain regions of registered spectra can serve as a confirmation of 456 

the absence of certain surface structures of the chars. Since no evident bands were registered 457 

at 3000 � 2800 and 2260-2100 cm-1, it can be assumed that no alkynes and no significant 458 

amount of aliphatic structures in general, are present in either of the chars. 459 

The char spectra obtained in this study correlate well with the results reported so far [41,42]. 460 

The general structure of all the char spectra does not differ much. This suggests similar 461 

structures of chars, that are a highly aromatic carbon matrix with some oxygen functional 462 

groups and a lack of significant aliphatic structures. However, it can be noticed, that the 463 

activation of char increased the intensity of all registered bands, suggesting the creation of 464 

new oxygenates upon reaction with steam. Toluene pyrolysis over activated char resulted in 465 

its progressive deactivation. The spent char spectrum resembles the initial, pre-activation one. 466 

This suggest the existence of a memory effect of char upon the deactivation as well as 467 

similarity in the structure of non-activated wood char and toluene-derived, deposited coke. 468 

There is also a visible change in the relative intensity of absorption within 1460 � 1340 cm-1 469 

as well as 1300 � 1130 cm-1 region. While in the non-activated and activated samples, there is 470 

a clear, single band at 1374 and 1231 cm-1, in the activated char those bands appear as 471 

shoulders within the high absorption of the whole regions. This observation might suggest a 472 

more uniform structure of char in relation to the bonds absorbing at these wavelengths. Since 473 

phenolic O-H and C-O bonds absorb at 1390 � 1330 and 1260 � 1180 cm-1, respectively, and 474 

the single remaining bands in the non-activated chars correspond particularly well with the 475 

pure phenol spectrum [39], it is possible that phenolic groups on the non-activated char are 476 

mainly attached to aromatic rings with no other functionalities within their immediate vicinity 477 



and, upon activation, some adjacent oxygen compounds are created, resulting in more spread 478 

absorption bands. 479 

In the non-activated char spectra, a small difference can be distinguished between extracted 480 

and non-extracted pine chars in the shape of the wide 1150 � 900 cm-1 absorption band. In the 481 

P char spectrum, the intensity of the left shoulder of the band is lower than the right one, 482 

while in the PE spectrum the band is more symmetrical. This might suggest a different 483 

distribution of C-O functionalities in non-activated chars. There is however no visible 484 

difference between both chars after activation and following deactivation. 485 

 486 

Fig. 5. FTIR spectra of the activated (abbreviated with �A�) and non-activated chars from a) 487 

non-extracted and b) extracted (abbreviated with �E�) pine, as well as spent chars after 60 min 488 

time-on-stream in toluene conversion experiment (abbreviated with �60�); arrows indicate 489 

1374 and 1231 cm-1 bands; since no bands were registered at higher wavenumbers, only the 490 

2200 � 700 cm-1 region is presented 491 

3.3.5. Acidic sites on activated chars surfaces 492 

The acidic sites distribution obtained from the Bohem titration are presented in Table 5. The 493 

amount of the weakest acidic sites, i.e. phenolic groups, was very similar for both activated 494 

chars. There were small differences in the lactonic and carboxylic groups. Total acidity of 495 



chars was therefore equal to 0.275 and 0.298 meq/g for PA and PAE chars, respectively. 496 

These values correspond well with literature data, especially since the amount of acidic sites 497 

decreases with char preparation temperature [26,43,44]. The chars, prior to activation had 498 

significantly less acidic sites, with a total acidity of 0.103 and 0.148 meq/g for P and PE, 499 

respectively. Upon oxidation with steam, there was an increase in all three acidic site types. 500 

The char from non-extracted pine initially, after the pyrolysis step, had notably higher acidity, 501 

mainly due to the carboxylic groups content. After the activation, the difference between the 502 

chars diminished. 503 

Similar acidic sites distribution on the char surfaces correlates well with the similar surface 504 

chemistry characteristics obtained from FTIR spectral analysis. The changes in the spectrum 505 

of non-activated/deactivated and activated chars (indicated in Fig. 5 by arrows) can result 506 

from the creation of some new carboxylic and lactonic functionalities in the vicinity of 507 

existing phenolic groups upon reaction with steam. Significantly higher carboxylic groups 508 

content in PE, in comparison to P char, might be responsible for the observed difference 509 

between 1150 � 900 cm-1 band shapes of P and PE spectra (Fig. 5). 510 

 511 

Table 5. Acidic sites distribution on chars surfaces, determined by Boehm titration (activated 512 

chars abbreviated with �A�, extracted-pine chars abbreviated with �E�) 513 

 

Carboxylic groups, 

meq/g 

Lactonic groups, 

meq/g 

Phenolic groups, 

meq/g 

P 0.048 0.017 0.038 

PE 0.113 -0.008 0.043 

PA 0.149 0.057 0.069 

PAE 0.188 0.045 0.065 



 514 

3.4. Thermogravimetric analysis of pine pyrolysis 515 

Initially, TGA experiments were carried out in N2 flow at a heating rate of 10 冽/min. First 516 

derivatives of a pyrolytic mass loss of extracted and raw pine wood are shown in Fig. 6a. 517 

Moreover, the mass loss curves are also provided in Fig. 6c-d to show the mass loss range of 518 

the samples. Derivatives were further deconvoluted using Gaussian distribution (R2>0.99). 519 

The extracted pine derivative curve consists of three peaks, corresponding to the main 520 

polymeric constituents in woody biomass � hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin, peaking at 521 

343, 377 and  419 冽, respectively (Fig. 7a). In the extractives decomposition curve, three 522 

peaks can be distinguished at 147, 305 and  450 冽. In DTG of non-extracted pine pyrolysis, 523 

both the main polymers and extractive compounds can be observed (Fig. 7c). Hemicellulose 524 

and cellulose decomposition peak temperatures and intensities are similar for raw and 525 

extracted samples. The maximum mass loss rate for hemicellulose and cellulose (on an 526 

extractive-free mass basis) equals -0.537 and -0.673 %/冽 for raw and -0.531 and -527 

0.675 %/冽 for extracted pine, respectively. This suggests that holocellulose decomposition 528 

was unaffected by the presence of extractives in the sample. The lignin peak however, is 529 

narrower and occurs at a lower temperature (419 冽) in the extracted sample, as compared to 530 

the raw material (491 冽). The shift in the lignin peak might be explained by some changes in 531 

lignin structure resulting from the extraction, especially since FTIR analysis confirmed the 532 

removal of some phenolic compounds from pine (see section 3.1). 533 

The DTG curve of pine extractives (Fig. 7c) bears resemblance to that of ethanol extractives 534 

from Mongolian pine reported by Guo et al. [14] as well as cashew nut-shell liquid (from 535 

mechanical extraction of cashew nut shells) presented by Melzer et al. [45]. The low 536 

temperature peak might be the result of decarboxylation of acids or release of some more 537 

volatile terpenes and ketones. Free fatty acids and fatty acid methyl esters, on the other hand, 538 



are reported to thermally decompose in a single step, with a main mass loss rate at a 539 

temperature region of 160 � 370 冽 [45,46]. Pyrolysis rates for resin acids also peak at around 540 

300 冽 [47]. Therefore, the main extractives peak registered in this study might be caused by 541 

aliphatic chain degradation in acids and acid esters [45,46,48].  542 

Triglycerides are reported to decompose in two steps � the first one corresponding to acid 543 

chain decomposition. The second step is recognised as glycerol decomposition [45,46,49], 544 

which is most likely the origin of the small peak at 450 冽, registered in this study as well. 545 

Since the heating rate during pyrolysis in the quartz tube reactor was significantly higher than 546 

the one applied in the TGA studies, additional TGA runs at 50 冽/min were performed. 547 

Because of the increased overlapping of wood pseudo components and extractives peaks, no 548 

straightforward DTG deconvolution could be performed. It could be seen however, as 549 

presented in Fig. 6, that at the 10 冽/min heating rate, DTG curves at temperatures above 280 550 

冽 have similar shapes for both, extracted and non-extracted pine, with the only difference in 551 

the maximum decomposition rate that was achieved. At 50 冽/min, not only is the extracted 552 

pine DTG peak higher, but the whole slope of the derivative up to the temperature of 553 

maximum decomposition, differs significantly from that of a non-extracted pine. This 554 

suggests that during high heating rate pyrolysis, the presence of extractives changes the 555 

overall kinetics of biomass conversion and extractives volatilisation likely interferes with 556 

polymeric constituents decompositions. 557 

Some crosslinking reactions were observed by Jandura et al. [50] during esterified cellulose 558 

pyrolysis. The magnitude of the exothermic reaction assigned to crosslinking was especially 559 

high with cellulose esterified with unsaturated fatty acids, suggesting some interaction 560 

between chain double bonds and decomposing cellulose, especially since the activation 561 

energy of double bonds and that of the thermal initiation of free radicals from cellulose 562 

decomposition are reported to be similar. Since pine extractives are abundant in unsaturated 563 



fatty acids [11], it is possible that some crosslinking reactions occur between extractives and 564 

polymeric constituents of wood during pyrolysis. 565 

The influence of extractives on cellulose decomposition was already reported by Guo et al. 566 

[14], who performed pyrolysis of Mongolian pine at a heating rate of 40 冽/min, and 567 

established that extracted pine pyrolysis yields more inorganic species like H2O, CO and CO2, 568 

and less organic acids. Since cellulose decomposition occurs in two competing pathways � 569 

either to acetic acid or to levoglucosan followed by its further decomposition to CO2 and 570 

water, they concluded that the presence of extractives in wood during the pyrolysis favours 571 

acetic acid creation. It is also reported that removal of inorganic species due to extraction 572 

might decrease the catalytic affinity towards char formation [8]. 573 

Besides possible chemical interactions between biomass constituents, some physical 574 

constrictions during pyrolysis are also expected. Extractives are reported to create a layer 575 

covering wood fibres that inhibits volatile species evolution, increasing residence times within 576 

the particle and enhancing secondary tar reactions resulting in increased char yield at the 577 

expense of liquid products [17�19,51].  578 

Suppression of polymer devolatilisation by the extractives layer is a plausible explanation for 579 

the significant differences in extracted (PE) and non-extracted (P) pine char pore distributions. 580 

Increased secondary reactions and enhanced char formation will most likely occur in 581 

constricted spaces, i.e. micropores, leading to a less developed microporosity in the P char. 582 

 583 



  584 

   585 

Fig. 6. First derivatives DTG and mass loss curves of extracted and non-extracted pine wood 586 

obtained from TGA pyrolysis experiments at a), c) 10 冽/min and b), d) 50 冽/min heating 587 

rate 588 
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 592 

Fig. 7. Deconvolution of DTG curves of a) extracted pine b) acetone extracted compounds 593 

and c) non-extracted pine pyrolytic decomposition at 10 冽/min heating rate using Gaussian 594 

functions to represent � hemicellulose,  � cellulose,  � lignin and , ,  � 1st, 2nd, 3rd 595 

extractives compounds, respectively 596 

 597 

4. Conclusions 598 

In this paper, acetone-extracted and raw pine wood was used to create steam activated char. 599 

Obtained materials were then tested for their affinity towards high temperature pyrolytic 600 

removal of toluene. Char performance was then discussed in relation to their properties, i.e. 601 

porosity and surface chemistry. 602 

The following conclusions were drawn based on the obtained results: 603 
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• Although it was mainly volatile compounds that were extracted from pine, their 604 

removal influenced the pyrolysis of wood, significantly changing the microporosity, 605 

and to some extent the acidity, of derived chars.  606 

• The effect of extraction on pore distributions was diminished during the steam 607 

activation process but extracted-wood derived char maintained a slightly more 608 

microporous structure. This resulted in an enhanced catalytic performance in the initial 609 

stage of the toluene conversion experiment. Micropores sintering during toluene 610 

conversion led to similar pore distributions in the spent chars after 50 min of exposure, 611 

which is in accordance to the similar toluene conversion rates achieved by both chars 612 

at this point of the experiment. 613 

• The initial advantage in acidic site distributions of the extracted pine char diminished 614 

during activation, yet there was still a small difference in carboxylic groups content of 615 

PA and PAE chars. 616 

• Since extraction had no visible effect on TGA oxidation runs of fresh non-activated 617 

chars (P and PE), but had an impact on oxidation during steam activation, it can be 618 

expected that the behaviour of extracted and non-extracted chars is strongly related to 619 

oxidation process parameters like the temperature program or the nature of the 620 

oxidising agent. 621 

• The comparison of lower and higher heating rate pyrolysis of pine wood as well as the 622 

changes to the microporosity and the acidity differences between the chars prior to and 623 

during steam activation, suggests that the effect of extractives removal is strongly 624 

correlated to the pyrolysis heating rate and to the following char activation time. 625 

Therefore, more future studies of these relations are advised. 626 

Performed studies suggest that the presence of extractives in the feedstock for biochar 627 

preparation can influence the properties of the derived product. The effect occurs alongside 628 



the impact of other char preparation parameters, e.g. feedstock nature, pyrolysis and 629 

activation conditions. Moreover, the magnitude of the effect of the extractives will depend on 630 

the thermochemical treatment conditions. 631 
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